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NOISE TRAILERS OF THE WORLD - TOOLS FOR TIREIROAD
NOISE MEASUREMENTS WITH THE CLOSE-PROXIMITY METHOD

Ulf Sandberg

Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute

SE 581 95 Linköping, Sweden

INTRODUCTION

In studies of tire/road noise, for example comparison of different tires or road surfaces with respect to

acoustic properties, it was realized already in the 70 s that the use of trailers utilizing a measuring tire

close to which a microphone was mounted would be practical. Since then, trailers have been used in this

application frequently and especially in later years several new designs have been produced. In principle

such a vehicle can be useful for studies of different tires as well as road surfaces, but the urgent need for

the latter has led to the current activities in ISO to standardize a measuring method for tire/road noise

called the Close Proximity (CPX) method. A first committee draft, ISO/CD 11819 2, has been proposed

in which the CPX method is utilized for measurements comparing the noise characteristics of road

surfaces. In principle, perhaps with some more microphone positions added, the same method could also

be useful for studying the noise characteristics of tires.

The CPX method relies on special test vehicles in which the noise emitted from one test tire at a

time is measured with two microphones close to the test tire, currently specified as 0.2-0.4 m from the

tire (two options allowed). The most commonly used vehicle will be a trailer which is towed by a van or

a car, the former of which has a test tire in the middle of an enclosure. However, there are several

alternative designs of such trailers. In one alternative, trailers are not needed because the test tire is one

of the driving vehicle s own tires, outside which microphones are mounted; alternatively a fifth tire is

employed under or behind the driving vehicle.

This paper presents a survey of all test vehicles, known to the author, employed for such noise

testing; the big majority of them being trailers. They are systematically presented and compared with

respect to major design features. It is anticipated that the survey will aid and give hints in the design of

new test vehicles, a topic that will come up quite frequently in the next few years when standardization

reaches a final status.

BRIEF PRESENTATION OF THE CPX METHOD

In the Close Proximity (CPX) method, as it is currently specified in ISO/CD 11819 2, the average A

weighted sound levels emitted by four specified reference tires are measured over an arbitrary or a

specified road distance, together with the vehicle testing speed, by two microphones located close to the

tires, see Fig. l. For this purpose, a special test vehicle, which is either self powered or a trailer towed

behind another vehicle, is used. Reference tires are mounted on the test vehicle, either one by one, or 2-4

at a time. Four uniquely different reference tires have been selected in order to represent the tire/road

characteristics which are to be studied.

Only tire/road noise is measured. Road traffic noise also includes sound emitted from the power

unit of the vehicles. It is assumed that tire/road noise dominates under the conditions for which the draft
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standard is intended (free owing traffic at speeds 2 50 km/h) and that the effects of road surfaces are

described appropriately well by this type of noise. In cases where this is not deemed satisfactory, one

shall use the method specified in ISO 11819 1 instead. The latter the Statistical Pass By (SPB) method

relies on a roadside microphone and measurements of maximum sound levels from single vehicles in

the actual traffic passing-by. This requires a minimum of 100 cars and 80 heavy vehicles to be measured

and regression analysis noise-versus-speed to be made in order to determine a final level, an index called

SPBI which corresponds qualitatively but not nominally to the CPXI mentioned below.

 
c:\e gci\winword\jurck\micr _cd.doc

Fig. 1 The locations around the test tire

for the two microphones 'front and rear

according to ISO/CD 11819 2. The distance

M,;?:;; ,,, h is 100 mm and d] is either 200 or 400 mm

(the latter is preferred). If the 200 mm

position is used, levels shall be normalized

to the 400 mm position by adding 4 dB.

Front

Microphone

3

For the sake of economical and

practical measurements, the CPX method is

not generally used with heavy vehicle tires.
Plane of . . .

unde ected sidewall It IS known that road surface sound ennssron

' characteristics depend on the tire used,

including whether the tire is intended for

light or for heavy vehicles. The results

& obtained with this method, therefore, best

g]\ Rear describe conditions when sound from light
vehicles constitutes the major part of traffic

noise. This often occurs when the heavy

vehicle proportion is lower than 10 %. However, by the selection of one of the reference tires, the effect

of heavy vehicle tires on road surface ranking is also considered to some extent.

Tests are performed with vehicle speeds close to one of the reference speeds 50, 80 or 110 km/h.

For each reference tire and each individual test run, the average sound level together with the vehicle

speed are recorded, and the sound level is normalized to the ref. speed by a simple correction procedure.

The average sound level for the two microphones and for all test runs at that reference speed, is called

the "Tire/road Sound Level", Ltr- There will be one Ltr for each reference tire and each reference speed.

For the purpose of reporting the acoustic performance of road surfaces the Tire/road Sound Levels

for the four reference tires are averaged, to give a single "index" which constitutes the final result. This

index is called the "Close-Proximity Sound Index (CPXI) and can be used for comparison of road

surfaces so that their influence on sound level of a mixed traffic flow can be estimated. It is not suitable

for determining actual traffic noise levels.

The reference tire is a separate problem. The ISO working group is eager to have suitable and

modern tires and the reference tires are currently being adapted or developed. The tires will, tentatively,

be according to Fig. 2 and available by the end of 1998. All the four tires are steel-belted radials.

 

Front

Microphone

     

Fig. 2 Thefour reference tires (tentatively)
 

 

Tire A, Summer A : 185/65R15 Not available Tire B, Summer B : 185/65R15

Tread pattern featuring attributes of the at this time Tread pattern featuring attributes of the most
currently most popular car summer tread (prototype) popular car summer tread tires 1990-97,
tires, intended mainly for use in temperatures intended mainly for use in temperatures
above 0 °C. Developed in 1998. above 0 °C.        
Tire C, Winter : 185/65R15

Tread pattern featuring attributes of the most
popular car winter tread tires, intended
mainly for use in temperatures around or
below O °C. It may be studded, if requested.

Tire D, Block : 175/70R15

Old design for M+S use. Through its aggres-
sive tread pattern, it has appeared to classify

surfaces fairly similar to that obtained with
trucks in the SPB method [Sandberg, 1997].
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THE AVAILABLE TRAILERS AND OTHER VEHICLES FOR CPX MEASUREMENTS

A compilation of all trailers (known to this author) which are useful for measurements with the CPX

method appears in Table 1 below. It has been compiled by this author, within the group which is

developing the ISO 11819 series of standards, ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 33. The assistance of several other

colleagues in collecting the data is acknowledged.

Table ] Trailers potentially usefulfor noise comparison ofroad surfaces or tires with the CPX method.

OW = overall width, OL = overall length, EW = width ofenclosure, EL = length ofenclosure. .
 

  

 

 
  

 

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

  
 

   

    

 

 
  
 

 

 

  

 

 
          

Trailer identifica- Type Num- Enclosure Type of Microphone Microphone positions Physical Special analysis Other special Notes

tion (name of test ber (and poss. tow or positions (horizontal plane) dimen- procedures? features
institution, tire(s) of test absorbing powering (vertical plane) sions (e.g. special tire .
country, etc) tires lining) vehicle (see note) Ir g k

"FIGE Trailer , 4 car tires 4, but 2 Enclosure Audi 100 100 150 mm 4 micr 1.0 m rel. sidewall. OW=2.?m Two tires are always Tire loads = 340 kg IR light barrier
FlGE GmbH, according run si- w. absorb. Avant adjustable Two of them at 49° rel travel OL: 5.7 m measured simulta- IR thermometer available for precise
Herzogenrath, to multa- lining (128 kW) (normally direction, the other at 131° EW= 2.?m neously (noise from measures road temp. triggering

Germany GEStrO neously 150 m rel. MM 5? m thwww
Trailer at the BASt, ' _ This is similar to the

CologneZ Germany FiGE trailer
"Tiresonic Mk2 , Any 1 Enclosure Ford 100 mm 200 mm rel. sidewall OW=1.5m Noise correction if Small and easy to For road surface
Techn. Univ. of 135R12-- w. absorb. Sierra (adjustable) 135° rel. travel direction OL: 3.8 m measured speeds de- handle. comparison, usually
Gdansk, Poland 225/70R16 lining Micr. sometimes also on EW= m viate from nominal Problem with high 5 tires are used

opposite side EL: m ones speeds in curves
"TS1", trailer with Any 1 Enclosure Ford 100 mm 200 mm rel. sidewall OW=1.7m Adjustable tire slip Under construction
adjustable slip, 135R12- w. absorb. Sierra (adjustable) 135° rel. travel direction OL: 5.5 m from -20% to +20%
Techn. Univ. of 195/70R15 lining Micr. sometimes also on EW= m
Gdansk, Poland opposite side EL: m
RVS 11.066 IV PIARC 1 Enclosure VW Carav. 1. 100 mm 1. 400 mm behind center of OW=1.2m Sometimes used in An Austrian Guideline 4 such in Austria:
trailer, Austria rib w. absorb. Renault 21 tire/road contact area OL: 3.9 m conjunction with (RVS 11.066 lV) OFPZ Arsenal,

165R15 lining Rng Rover 2. 150 mm 2. 220 mm outside center EW= 1.0m sound absorption requires this type of Schreiner Consult,
+unknown of tire/road contact area EL=2.5?m measurements trailer Prof. Stehno, Univ.

(4 trailers in total!) of Innsbruck, and
Dr Karl B. Quiring

Trailer (1 ), Moscow 1 None ? ? ? OW=1.0m
Bauman State Tech. OL: 4.7 m
Univ., Russia EW: rn

Trailer (2) at the 1 Enclosure ? ? ? OW=1.6m
Moscow Bauman w. absorb. OL: 4.8 m
State Techn. Univ., lining EW=1.0?m
Moscow EL=1.0?m

Trailer at FKFS, Car tire, 1 Enclosure Car 1. 200 mm 1. 200mm from tire side, 90° ln 1977-85 this was Built already 1975!
Stuttgart, Germany 1655R13 w. absorb. 2. 100 mm 2. 300mm behind tire, 180° used extensively in Present status and

lining 3. 100 mm 3. 300mmbehind tire, 0° FKFS research condition unknown.
TGV Bayern, Car tire 1 Enclosure Car Approx. 100mm Two microphones approx. Very Used in the rst half Not used lately?
Munich, Germany w. absorb. Two 200mm outside tire sidewall, compact of the 80 s Condition unknown

lining micro hones approx at 80° and 100°
' l'railer for meas. of Car tire, e. 1 Enclosure Car ? Three microphones, OW: m Octave, third-octave Normal load is Not used lately.
tire noise", (lS)ETH, g. PIARC w. absorb. location unknown OL: m and narrow-band 3.50 kN Condition unknown
Zurich, Switzerland rib ?? ligigg EW: m analyses available
Geocisa Rolling 1 Enclosure Van 100 mm 3 microphones at 500 mm OW: m Spectrum and overall Clearance between

Noise Analyzer , w. absorb. from tire/road contact area OL: m level obtained each road and enclosure
Geocisa, Madrid, lining center; at 0, 90 and 180° EW= m 100 m is rather high

1 Spain rel. driving direction EL= m

Trailer at the Rhein- Two car 2 Enclosure Car? 180 mm 420 mm from center of Not used lately.
Westph. Tech Univ, tires, type w. absorb. Two micrzs, one tire/road contact patch, both Condition unknown
Aachen, Germany unknown lining behind each tire at 165° rel. driving d_ltrection

"VTI Truck Tire Truck 1 None Heavy 100 mm 400 mm outside tire OW=2.9m To avoid wind turbu- Max. speed due to Microphone mount
Noise Trailer", VTl, tires +1 sup- truck, sidewall, OL: 12 m lence noise, special wind turbulence noise has increased total
Linköping, Sweden up to porting 10 m tow 135° rel. driving direction EW= - m time interval selection was 70 krn/h width to 3.3 m.

12R22.5 tire bar EL: - m had to be made Special permit

Truck trailer at Truck 1 None Heavy ? ? OW: m Not used since
General Motors tires, truck OL: m many years. Used
Corp., Detroit, USA size ? EW: m also for coast-by

EL: m measurements

Tire Test Trailer at Van & car 1 None Light lntensity probes 100 mm outside sidewall, OW: 2 m intensity level within Camber & caster
General Motors tires +1 sup- truck (microph. pairs) one pair at front, OL: 3 rn 500-5000 Hz. can be varied.
Corp., Detroit, MI, porting both at 60 mm another pair at rear of EW= m FFT + 1/3 oct. + 1/12 Loading possible
USA tire contact patch EL: rn octave bands

"TUB Tire Noise Usually 1 Enclosure Van 120 mm 3 microphones at 500 mm OW: m Special averaging Speeds normally 60, Surfaces are com-
Trailer - LMA", PlARC w. absorb. from tire/road contact area 0L: m and speed regression 80 and 100 km/h pared with a data
Techn. Univ. of rib, lining center; at 90, 135 and 180° EW= m to obtain normalized Correvit speed meas. base of >300 surfa-
Berlin, Germany +oth§s rel. driving direction EL: m LMA value cleyige ces measured so far
"The Roemer , car&|ight 1 Enclosure Van or 3 mics.at 300mm 5 microphones, at 500 mm OW=2.5m IR thermometer
DWW, Delft, truck tires w. absorb. light truck 1 mic. at 500mm from tire axle center; OL: 6 rn Light reflection
Netherlands :GEStrO lining 1 mic. at 850mm at 0, 45, 90, 135, 180° rel. EW= 2.4m triggering at roadsite

driving direc_tion EL: 2.9m
Chalupnik Porsche Sears Su- 2 None Van 200 mm Two microphones 200 mm OW:1.5m Ordinary commercial One version of this,

Special , Univ. of perguard outside sidewall, one at 90° OL= m trailer, modified. Very 14.6 m long, was
Washington, 185/75R14 the other at 135° rel. driving EW: m inexpensive used for coast-by
Seattle direction EL: m tests

Trailer at Center for Michelin 1 None Van 141 mm One micr. 141 mm outside OW: m Tire load was approx. Chalupnik's trailer
Transp. Research, LTX OWL +1 sup- sidewall at 135° rel. driving OL: m 3.8 kN was a model when
Univ. of Texas, P215/75 porting direction, the other 100 mm EW= m Test tire axle 4.1 m constructing this
Austin, USA S_R15 tire straight behind tire EL: m behind van rear axle trailer
Trailer at the Slovak Car tire 1 Enclosure Car One microphone OW: m Inform. can be
Tech Univ, Bratis- OL: 2.0m obtained from
lawa, Slovakia EW= m Michal Holik, STU

Bridgestone Trailer, Any type 1 None Truck 250 mm 3 microphones, all 500 mm OW=2.4m Aver. of the 3 micro- Uses B&K nose cone Also used for coast-
Bridgestone of truck +1 sup- tractor, (adjustable) from tire center, OL: 13 m phones is calculated. _an_d windscreen. by test. Wind noise
Proving Ground, tire porting 2-axle respectively at 45°, 90° and EW: - m Speed is measured Can also be braked to no big problem
Tochigi, Japan 135° rel. driving direction EL: - m by Sth wheel test torgue influence below 80 km/h

JARI Trailer, JARl, Car tire, 1 None Car ? ? OW=1.7m Has also been used
Tsukuba City, almost +1 sup- OL: 6 m for coast-by tests
Japan any type porting EW= - m

EL: - m
Trailer owned by Car tire ? Enclosure Ford ? 3 microphones, one behind CW: 2 m FFT or third-octave Test speed is Still under
Britpave and Dunlop w. absorb. Transit the wheel and the other two OL: 4 m band spectral typically 60 mph development
operated by Univ of 175R13 lining at either side (at the rear) EW= ? m analyses (approx. 96 km/h)
Southampton, UK. 185R13 EL: ? m

Trailers used by the OW: m That Committee has = for coast-by
SAE Tire Noise OL= m one car and one truck tests, they are not
Committee, USA EW= m tire trailer, bUt since further described

EL: m they are used only : ge    
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A corresponding compilation of other vehicles than trailers, all of them being self-powered, poten-

tially useful for measurements utilizing the CPX method appears in Table 2. The next section contains

photos illustrating the design of some of the trailers. More photos etc. can be found in [Ej smont, 1992].

Table 2 Self-powered vehicles potentially useful for noise comparison of road surfaces with the CPX
method. For the dimensional symbols, see caption for Table 1.
 

   

 
 

   

            

System name, Type of test Num- Enclosure? Type of Microphone Microphone Location Special analysis Other special Notes

identi cation tire(s) ber (and poss. vehicle positions positions of test procedures? features
(Institution, of test absorbing (vertical (horizontal plane) tire(s) on (e.g. special tire

count_ry, etc.) ties "an) plane! vehicle loads)
TRL, no name , Michelin MXT 1 none Renault 150 mm 200 mm rel. sidewall rear left Correvit doppler Load approx. 250 kg Wind turbulence

TRL, U.K. 195/65 R14 Espace 135° rel travel direction speed sensor give Micr. is subject to noise around micr.

898 non 2.0 RT pulses every 20 m vehicle body bounce not considered a
driven maior problem

"Instrumented ? 1 none Nissan 1. 50 mm?? 1. 50? mm rel. sidewall rear right Operation up to
Car", Transit New Pulsar 90° rel. travel direction 70 km/h is OK.
Zealand, New non- SSS 2. 300 mm?? 2. -50? mm rel sidewall Special microphone

Zealand driven 30?O rel travel direction wind protector
3- 500 mm?? 3. -50? mm rel sidewall

1xx° rel travel direction
Lyon Vehicle , Michelin, 1 enclosure Renault ?? 400 mm rel. sidewall rear right Noise level at 90 Speed is measured Used for research
LRPC, Lyon, and Pirelli, protecting 21 90° rel travel direction km/h is obtained from with an optical purposes
France type?, size? microphone, regression of several system on front axle

with absor- measurements over
bing lining 60-110 km/h

"Paris Vehicle , Michelin MXT 1 spec system Peugeot 150 mm 600 mm behind center rear right Noise level at 50 Speed is measured Designed for testing
City of Paris, 175/70 R14 successfully 405 of tire/road contact km/h is obtained from with an optical in urban areas. Used
France tested in a 180° rel travel direction regression of several system on front axle by City of Paris for

silent airflow measurements over testing low noise
pipe - . km/h surfaces
 

 
Fig 3

 
Figs. 4-6 Opening ofthe

 

TUG trailer by single person, view of its interior,

 

The Tiresonic A4k2 trailerfrom the Technical University ofGdansk (TUG).

and easy changing ofload.
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Figs. 7-8/above)

The VTI trailer for testing

oftruck tires.

Figs. 9-10 (left)
The trailer required accor

ding to the Austrian speci

fications. There are four

such trailers in use in

Austria for road surface

noise testing. Figures

adaptedfrom [Anon 1995].

Fig. ]] (below left)
The Roemer trailer Ofrom

DWW, Netherlands). The

rear andfront parts contain

the supporting 4 wheels and

various equipment, while

the middle part, which can

be moved up-down, con-

tains test tire and 5 micro-

phones [Goeman, 1997].

 
Fig. 1.2 (right) The interior ofthe Roemer trailer enclosure. The test wheel holder tube is seen to the

lower left. The 5 microphones can also be seen (at the end ofthe microphone cables) [Goeman, 1997].
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trailer coupling

speed indicator
\\positiori indicator

/
temperature indicator

hydraulik axle shifter & shock absorber

ront axle - right tyre

\movable axle load
    

       
       
       

  

      

 

 

 

     

   

 

   
 

  

driving direction §\\\\§\\\\\\§\ &&ÄÅÄÄÄ

\ Front axle lett tyre
noise absorbing cover

overall lenqth 5.7 m

Fi . 13 e t Drawing for the BASt and FIGE trailers in Germany. The two axles can be pulled-up

Fig. 14 (right)

 
 

one by one. When (only) the ont axle is down, sound is measured by the two front

microphones, when the rear axle is down, sound is measured by the two rear

microphones. Note the noise-absorbing enclosure. From [Källman & Ivannikov, 1996].

The trailer constructed at the Univ. of Göttingen, Germany, now owned and operated

by the Techn. Univ. ofBerlin. The upper cover removed here. From [Huschek, 1988].

 

 

Fig. 16 (above)

rear right tire. From [Anon., 1996].

Fig. 17 (right)

The vehicle used by Transit New Zealand; a

Nissan pulsar SSS with microphones beside and around the

The test tire of the Transit New Zealand car

with 2 microphones mounted close to tire. From [Anon., 1 996]. 

Fig. 15 (lem

The trailer for truck tire testing

constructed in the early 70 s by

General Motors Corp. (GM), Warren,

Michigan. The load package was

designed in order to minimize

acoustical re ections and wind

turbulence noise. There were some

problems with stability in certain

cases. It is probably not used any

longer. From [Wilken et al, 1973].
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DISCUSSION

The first trailer for noise studies was probably the GM trailer presented in 1973 in [Wilken et al, 1973].

This was also the most advanced of them all; however, too expensive for most applications. The

compilation in Tables 1-2 indicate that today there are approximately 28 trailers and 4 other vehicles

available in the world for noise measurements with the CPX or related methods. However, of these

listed, around 7 seem to be inactive.

In total, such vehicles are available in 14 countries. Altogether this is a very good basis for

application of the standard which an ISO group is working on, aiming at having the next proposal ready

in 1999. In addition, this author knows about some projects to construct more vehicles in 1998, and once

the draft standard is close to a final stage, the market may rocket .

Only 4 out of the total 32 vehicles are useful for truck tires. This is because such trailers become

too big, impractical and expensive. For road surface studies, instead, there is a hope that by using the

right car tires, one may find a way to rank order road surface noisiness by such car tire(s) as one

would obtain if one had used truck tires. This seems to be possible, as indicated in [Sandberg, 1997].

A very important issue is the cost of the devices. The close proximity systems utilizing a self

powered vehicle would have the potential to be the least expensive ones, provided the vehicle is already

available. However, there are many problems with them that need to be thoroughly addressed; with

regard to acoustical re ections, noise from the power unit and other tires than the test tire, noise due to

turbulence around the vehicle and around the microphone, as well as noise from other vehicles in the

traffic. Thus, the low production cost may be traded for a lot of pilot testing of the equipment and

special arrangements to remedy the problems.

Of the active systems, probably the Dutch Roemer trailer is the most advanced, but possibly also

the most expensive one. It is an absolutely excellent tool to make accurate tests with, but there are also

disadvantages, like the space requirement and the weight. Its opposites in these respects are the

Tiresonic Mk2 trailer from Poland, and the TUV trailer from Germany, which are both really very

handy. They may need only a 10 m wide road to easily turn around on-the-road, they can run in any

wheel track due to the low width, and they can be accelerated to the right speed very quickly. For

example, in the Polish trailer, test tires are normally changed in 10 minutes by a single person, including

the lifting of the enclosure. Also the Transit New Zealand car may be such a handy equipment.

The question of having or not having an enclosure around the test tire and microphones is another

issue to consider. It is this author s experience that it is almost impossible to achieve the necessary

background noise level unless one uses an enclosure, at least if one wants to measure at frequencies

below 500 Hz and on low-noise surfaces . However, when only measuring overall A weighted sound

levels, a very careful design with lots of special testing of the problem may result in a useful non-

enclosure vehicle. For example, the VTI truck trailer used no enclosure; however, this required restricted

wind conditions when testing and a special procedure to pick out low-background-noise signal segments.

All trailers except one measure noise from a free-rolling tire. Tires running with slip (powered or

braked) can be measured only on the Polish TSl trailer, which can use :|: 20 % slip and which is

currently subject to first field testing. FIGE GmbH used a specially adapted truck some years ago on

which the test tire could be run with a torque, but it is inoperative now. Of the non-trailer systems in

Table 2, none seems to be used for other than free rolling tests, albeit there is a potential for this.

The FIGE and BASt trailers are unusual in the way that in normal operation they measure the

(space) averaged noise of two tires at the same time one on each side of the trailer - and when

measurements have been repeated with the two axles in exchanged operation, one will get an average for

the four selected tires. The disadvantage is if one would like to distinguish between the tires, such as is

the case in the ISO draft, in which case one may have to use the same tires on both sides.

The number of microphones varies between one and 16 (the latter of which was the number of

microphones in the TUB Tire Noise Trailer from Berlin when it was still used as a research tool at the

University of Göttingen); most trailers having l, 2 or 3 microphones. The ISO group chose two

microphones for the standard. When studying road surface in uence on tire/road noise, one may quite

well know the directional characteristics of the reference tires, so it is appropriate with a low number of
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microphones. However, when mainly testing tires, directional characteristics can vary so much that it

may be wise to use perhaps three microphone locations.

Microphone distances (from the test tire) vary between 50 mm and 1 m. A long distance will

somewhat more appropriately measure the influence of sound absorbing surfaces and be less sensitive to

tire directional effects if the microphone is a little displaced, but the signal-to-noise ratio will become a

big problem. The ISO group considered 400 m as a good compromise, but also approved 200 mm

(these distances are in fact 1.4 times bigger when the distance from microphone to center of tire sidewall

at road level is considered, the latter a location where most of the emission takes place). It is still subject

of discussion whether one shall allow also a distance of 1 m.

Most designers have chosen a microphone position as low as practical, since one would tend to

prefer an angle between road and microphone source line of-sight which is similar to that of the standard

7.5m/ 1.2 m far field position. Then one would like to have something like 30 100 mm in the close-

proximity positions, of which <80 m is unsafe for the microphone. Consequently, microphone heights

of 100 mm, 150 mm or even 200 mm are the most common. The ISO group has suggested 100 mm.

If one or three microphones are used it is common that one is placed at a position normal to the

tire rotating plane ( straight sideways ). However, if just one or two microphones are employed they are

often placed at a position a little in front of the tire (in front of the straight sideways position) and/or a

little to the rear of the tire. If three or more microphones are used, one is usually immediately in front of

the tire and another immediately to the rear of the tire.

The ISO group has chosen to specify trailers and non trailer systems in such a way as to allow al

most all of the existing systems to be used, while still satisfying requirements of both accuracy and eco

nomy. But each and every one will need certain modifications and they will sure need testing of back

ground noise and influence of reflections, etc., something which few systems have been subject to so far.

CONCLUSIONS

The world is quite well prepared for the introduction of an ISO standard for measuring tire/road noise

with the Close-Proximity method. This paper has shown that equipment is available (more than 30

vehicles worldwide), but although the differences are very big in their design, it should be possible to

adapt almost all vehicles to meet the proposed standard.
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